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10Abstract Interactive, digital mapping technology is providing new pedagogical possibilities for
11children and their families, as well as new methodological opportunities for education researchers.
12Our paper reports on an example of this novel terrain we call “Community Technology Mapping”
13(CTM). CTM was a designed task that was part of a larger ethnographic study of children and
14families’ digital media and technology practices in and around their homes. CTM incorporated
15interactive digital mapping technology with a structured interview protocol as a pedagogical context
16for young people and a methodological tool for researchers. As a pedagogical context for computer-
17supported collaborative learning, CTM supported young people to see and reflect on their everyday
18technological practices as temporally and spatially organized across scales of human interaction. As
19a methodological tool, CTM allowed researchers to see families’ place-based and on-the-move
20activities that were outside the more naturalistic observations of home-based technology use. Our
21analysis of CTM draws upon video recordings and screen captures of young people’s reflections on
22and live mappings of places they typically used technology and engaged with media.We found that
23children developed strategies with the mapping technology to make places visible, make them
24coherent, and make them mobile. These strategies produced a “cascade of inscriptions” within the
25CTM task formapping newmobilities of digital, daily life.We argue that interactive digital mapping
26technologies not only support researchers to ask new questions about the spatiotemporal aspects of
27learning phenomena, but also contribute to a new genre of place-based, digital literacies- locative
28literacy- for learners to navigate.
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32Introduction

33Understanding how people use technology to collaboratively achieve new ways of seeing and
34learning about the world is a core issue for CSCL. When the technologies change, so changes
35the nature of collaboration and how we study “the type of learning that takes place in
36collaborative groups and the design of collaborative learning processes” (Cress et al. 2015,
37p. 109). This article focuses on a novel pedagogical and research approach for computer-
38supported collaborative learning we call Community Technology Mapping (CTM). In what
39follows, we describe the design of this approach that utilized interactive digital mapping and
40geospatial technologies to support a new form of digital literacy.
41Young people’s learning over time and across settings has always been mediated by
42technologies, be they older or newer tools. This “irreducible tension” between learner and
43meditational means has been an interest of sociocultural research for many years (e.g., Wertsch
441991; Vygotsky 1978; Cole 2006), with significant implications for computer-supported
45collaborative learning (Roschelle and Teasley 1995). But in just the past decade, the nature
46of these technologies has changed drastically, and the rate of change increased exponentially
47(Friedman 2016). Today, ubiquitous mobile media (e.g., Google Maps™, Twitter™,
48YouTube™, Pokémon Go™ in combination with unlimited data plans on smartphones)
49amplify the many ways and number of locations in which learning opportunities arise. Each
50seized learning opportunity might now include physically co-present participants or geograph-
51ically and temporally distant collaborators (e.g., Farman 2010). Understanding how techno-
52logical change and learning intersect- and how such junctures create opportunities for new
53ways of experiencing and knowing the world- requires developing methods for observing
54these mobilities in everyday activity (Leander et al. 2010) and pedagogical tools that support
55new forms of digital and spatial literacies (Taylor 2017).
56Digital mapping software and geospatial applications are potential assets for researchers to
57examine emergent, distributed, and mobile aspects of learning (Taylor et al. 2017a). Applica-
58tions like Google Earth™, Google Maps™, and Social Explorer™ support the
59geovisualization of patterns (Elwood 2010) that may be related to family travel, leisure
60activities, and available community assets (e.g., libraries, community centers, schools). But
61we still need a more complete understanding of how these widely accessible tools not only
62present new means of investigation for us, but also create a new genre of digital literacy for
63learners to navigate (e.g., diSessa 1997).
64Little is known about interactive digital mapping technology as a methodological tool in
65education research or as a pedagogical tool in design-based studies with children (Gordon
66et al. 2016). How, for instance, might this technology open up new digital literacies, allowing
67children to, among other things, see their own routines as spatiotemporally organized phe-
68nomena (Ellegård and Hägerstrand, 1977) and think across scales of human activity (Interna-
69tional Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) 2016; NGSS Lead States 2013 Q3; Taylor and
70Hall 2013; Taylor 2017)? These literacies bear significance across an array of disciplines that
71consider the human relationship to our planet (e.g., ecology, urban planning, geography,
72climate science). In this context, education researchers are developing new CSCL environ-
73ments (e.g. Shapiro et al. 2017) and pedagogical arrangements (Higgins et al. 2011) to help
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74specify relationships between children’s engagement with emerging digital technology and
75diverse places in which their learning occurs.
76The objectives of this paper are twofold. The first objective is to describe a methodological
77innovation that uses interactive digital mapping technology. The second objective is to analyze
78this method as a pedagogical tool for young participants (and their parents) to learn a new
79genre of digital literacy. In this way, the current analysis addresses a central premise of CSCL,
80which Stahl et al. (2014) recently articulated in their definition of the field. That is,

8182CSCL research is both a theoretical enterprise, concerned with how groups make
83meaning, and a design endeavor, concerned with how to design artifacts of collaboration
84media, representational guidance, group interaction and pedagogical approaches to
85promote collaborative learning (p. 239).
86

87Regarding our first objective, we want to introduce and advocate for a new method of exploring
88young people’s understandings of and relationships to places they regularly go during their “daily
89media rounds” (Taylor et al. 2017b Q4), or their regular routines that increasingly involve digital media.
90This method, which we call Community TechnologyMapping (CTM), involved a task that children
91completed at the end of a larger ethnographic study of their mobile technology use. In this task,
92children were asked to create a map in Google Earth™ by identifying and drawing places and
93pathways where they regularly spent time using (and not using) technology. This method, we argue,
94helped researchers see important learning and teaching activities that happened outside of more
95naturalistic observations of children using technology around their homes. In this way, CTM
96allowed researchers to create a more holistic picture of typical weekly activities and spatiotemporal
97patterns in families’ learning lives (Erstad 2012 Q5).
98The second objective of this paper is to analyze young people’s participation in CTM as an
99example of a new form of digital literacy we call “locative literacies” (Taylor 2017), which
100involve the use of new, location aware media to support learning about place and space. This
101objective brings CTM into line with a rich body of work in CSCL concerned with the
102development and empirical study of computer-supported pedagogical tools for knowledge
103sharing. Extending extant studies of collaborative activity supported by computer screens
104(Stevens 2000), multi-touch tables (Higgins et al. 2011), mobile phones (Roschelle and Pea
1052002; Ryokai and Agogino 2013), digital video (Zahn et al. 2012), VR (Yoon et al. 2012), and
106museum exhibits (Shapiro et al. 2017), we are contributing a novel pedagogical approach for
107studying learning during collaborative digital mapping. Through CTM, young people learned
108how to see their typical daily lives as spatiotemporal phenomena that are organized by a
109confluence of factors, including time constraints, the built environment, and interests shared
110between family members. Participants also created new renderings of places and pathways on
111the map that represented their connections to places of import.
112Our two objectives guide the following research questions:

113& What were researchers able to see about children’s daily media rounds from the mapping
114task?
115& What sorts of strategies did young people use to make their everyday places and pathways
116known (to themselves and others) within the mapping task?
117& How did CTM support young people to consider the spatiotemporal organization of daily life?

118To answer these research questions, we analyze the processes of inscription (Latour 1986,
1191987) that organized children’s activities in and out of the CTM task. We will describe how
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120children’s participation in CTM followed a typical set of processes that allowed them to inscribe
121places they routinely went during a week (e.g., school, the YMCA). We call this typical set of
122processes inscribing places, which occurred as children made places visible, made places
123coherent, and made places mobile. Places that children inscribed included grandparents’ houses,
124schools, grocery stores, community centers, friends’ houses, and their own homes. Our analysis
125shows how these three processes involved children coordinating the resources available to them
126in their social-material surroundings (Goodwin 2013), including other family members, routine
127qualities of daily life, and familiar aspects of their neighborhoods. We further argue that by
128making it possible for researchers to see children’s daily activities and weekly itineraries, this
129CSCL pedagogical approach disclosed how children’s relationships to places are being re-
130mediated (Cole and Griffin 1983) by new digital technologies.
131In what follows, we outline the conceptual terrain in which this study is situated, highlight-
132ing several key concepts that framed our analysis. Next, we describe the research design of the
133overarching study of which the CTM task was only one component, and how we analyzed
134children’s participation in the task. Then, we present our findings in three sections, elaborating
135how, in inscribing places, children made places visible, made them coherent, and made them
136mobile. Finally, we discuss how these findings add to methodological and pedagogical
137understandings of learners’ technologically mediated and mobile activities. We argue that by
138making it possible for researchers to see children’s daily and weekly activities, the task served
139as a unique site for disclosing sociotechnical arrangements (Star 1999) that underlie children’s
140relationships to place and space. We draw on these findings to suggest how CTM presents a
141methodological and pedagogical context for studying a new genre of digital literacy- locative
142literacies- that involves location-based and digital mapping technologies.

143Framework

144(Digital) maps as inscriptions

145As Enyedy (2005) wrote, “Like any symbol system, whether it is a programming
146language or mathematical notation system, maps are powerful ways of seeing and
147understanding the world around us” (p. 428). Across much of human history, maps have
148been paradigmatic “inscription devices” (Latour 1986), meaning any tool or technique
149that works to represent and reproduce knowledge of the world. Through iterations of
150inscriptions (i.e., from scalable drawings in situ to automated reproductions of paper-
151based maps for mass production), early explorers drew up maps of the entire world.
152Latour (1987, 1991) contended that these maps thereby drew together all the human and
153nonhuman actors enrolled to produce them.
154Paradoxically, this labor that made the world visible and transportable, effectively
155rendered invisible all the social and material work that went into translating heteroge-
156neous perceptions of place into Cartesian space (e.g., Star 1999). Latour called the map
157an “immutable mobile,” meaning, it maintains its representational power (immutability)
158precisely because it has been mobilized through this chain of production (and erasure).
159The outcome of such sociotechnical work is a discernible, coherent, transportable map
160(Latour 1987). Such a way of thinking about maps as inscriptions has, in turn, mobilized
161a whole body of literature concerned with the sociotechnical construction of cartographic
162knowledge (e.g. Bingham and Thrift 2000; Vertesi 2008).
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163Contemporary cartography has been (and continues to be) reconfigured through interactive
164digital media (e.g., Phillips 2013) where the on-going production of space takes place at the
165computer interface. Digital maps are an example of what Stahl et al. (2014) refer to as
166dialectical artifacts (p. 239), because they are produced by the very interactions which they
167mediate. Maps are also increasingly dynamic, multi-perspectival, crowd-sourced, publicly
168audited, and open-source (Farman 2010). This re-figuring of an old and established
169sociotechnical system–and in light of new mobilities largely rendered by the digital—requires
170a reconsideration of the notion of immutable mobiles (Lammes 2016; November et al. 2010).
171The mobile aspects of maps can now be thought about in a number of ways. Two of
172these aspects are most relevant to our study. First, digital maps disrupt a fixed represen-
173tational grid intelligible in two dimensions and orient users to a dynamic spatio-temporal
174dimension that moves around as you interact with it. Places and points of interest are
175made visible and mobile through on-screen navigation to and through them. Whereas
176paper-based maps restricted representations to what would fit onto folded paper, today
177emergent features of the landscape, 3D buildings, and live traffic events materialize on
178the edge of the digital screen. Second, a user’s physical mobility is altered through the
179new mapping interfaces (Jenson et al. 2015; Lammes 2016); while navigating with a
180digital map application, one’s geo-referenced position moves on the surface of the map,
181so the user can adjust her pathway accordingly, in real time. In virtual space, a person
182can move themselves (sometimes with the aid of an on-screen icon or avatar such as
183Google Earth’s Pegman, or the ubiquitous blue dot in Google Maps) through mapped
184spaces, visiting places they have never been before in person or would like to re-visit.
185November et al. (2010) posit that because of users’ interactions at the digital map interface
186(i.e. the re-mediation of space through technology), many of the invisible actors and processes
187lost in translations of place to paper are re-materialized. Digital maps have the ability to render
188visible and mobile all the inscriptions of these heterogeneous actors, reassembling them in the
189event of a user navigating. As November and colleagues put it, “everything is on the move”
190[italics in original] (p. 596) once mapping is conceived of in this new way. They continue,

191192Today it is impossible to ignore that, whenever a printed map is available, there exist,
193upstream as well as downstream, a long and costly chain of production that requires
194people, skills, energy, software, and institutions and on which the constantly changing
195quality of the data always depends (p. 584).

196Interactive digital mapping opens up the possibility for learners to see and analyze parts of this
197chain of inscriptions.

198Methods for mapping learning and mobile media

199Research is just beginning on how young people negotiate inscriptions (Taylor 2017) through
200interactive digital mapping (e.g. Gordon et al. 2016). Learning on-the-move (Taylor and Hall
2012013) requires new methods for mapping new mobilities (Leander et al. 2010) that specify the
202spatiotemporal dimensions of sociotechnical systems in which everyday learning is embedded.
203Such methods attend to how mobility through space- of people and their technologically
204mediated activities- can be observed and documented (Taylor et al. 2017a, b Q6). An early
205innovation supporting this work was the advent of video recording technology and its
206affordances for understanding movement of people and their tools in and across activity
207settings (e.g., Stevens and Hall 1998). More recently, tools like wearable cameras (i.e.
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208Taylor and Hall 2013; Umphress and Sherin 2015) and augmented reality (Ryokai and
209Agogino 2013) are being used in learning research to capture and facilitate participants’
210dynamic interactions.
211A secondary challenge for researchers studying learning on-the-move has been to develop a
212means of documenting place-based dynamics or “targeting the spatial aspect of learning” in the
213data record (Leander et al. 2010, p. 356). In other words, digital maps now serve as vital tools
214for developing methods for literally mapping the new mobilities of learners. Mobile and
215geolocative technologies (i.e., GPS and GIS) have been invaluable in this regard, and a
216number of recent studies of learning and mobility have utilized the geolocative capability of
217mobile devices (Gordon et al. 2016; Hall et al. 2015; Taylor 2017). Geolocative technologies
218have been used to augment place-based learning (Kimiko and Agogino 2013), to design novel
219learning activities for bodies on-the-move (Taylor and Hall 2013; Ma 2016), and to reconfig-
220ure how we represent spatial data (Shapiro et al. 2015).
221Long interested in how young people construct spatial representations of their everyday
222experiences (Hart 1977), the field of children’s geographies has catalyzed these new methods
223for understanding learning in and about places. More recently, novel empirical tools have made
224young people’s own understandings of place-making (e.g., Taylor Q7& Phillips, 2017) visible in
225research (e.g. Gordon et al. 2016; Santo et al. 2010). CTM follows in this innovative
226methodological tradition (e.g. Hall et al. 2015) and also leverages a popular media platform
227(i.e., Google Earth) and GIS technology that geographers and educational scholars are now
228utilizing to understand learning phenomena (Patterson 2007). Google Earth, the online digital
229mapping application we used in the CTM task, has been used in a small number of studies of
230learning, for example, to reconstruct historical narratives of places (Gordon et al. 2016). The
231present analysis of CTM builds on this scholarship by presenting a design for an interactive
232digital mapping task that collaboratively develops learners’ locative literacies building upon
233their cartographic, digital inscriptions of their weekly itineraries.

234Locative literacies

235In the two decades since multiliteracies became an educational focus (Cazden et al. 1996), the
236role of digital technology in young people’s lives has changed dramatically. Whereas more
237formal competencies like computing and coding (e.g. diSessa 1997) still garner researchers’
238attention, understanding how young people learn and, to some degree, live their lives online is
239of central concern in today’s digital literacies research (Ito et al. 2013). However, persistent
240“digital native” discourse perpetuates a view that youth in a networked era come to their varied
241technological practices with already well (in)formed ideas about tools and technical know-how
242(Jenkins et al. 2017 Q8). It is simply not the case that young people approach new media and
243technology fully literate. Rather, developing fluency with technology requires support (Barron
244et al. 2009) and takes place through collaborative participation in cultural practices (Cress et al.
2452015; Roschelle and Teasley 1995) that are constantly being re-mediated by emerging
246technologies (e.g., Cole 2006). Using dynamic and interactive digital maps is an example of
247how educators and caregivers cannot assume children are fluent users because they have seen a
248paper map or watched someone use a digital map application.
249Maps have a history as pedagogical tools in educational research (e.g. Enyedy 2005;
250Enyedy and Mukhopadhyay 2007) however interactive digital maps have not received
251substantial attention in the literature on multiliteracies or computer-supported collabora-
252tive learning.
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253Like all literacies, digital literacy involves uptake of reading and writing practices (Gee
2542003), dialectical processes of deciphering (reading) and inscribing (writing) one’s world
255(Freire and Macedo 1998). These processes are inherently ideological, and learning in digital
256contexts inherits all the traditional, analog struggles over agency, authoring or legitimizing
257knowledge, and accessing opportunities to learn (Ito et al. 2010). Locative literacies then
258reorient traditional literacies around two axes: new media and emerging social spaces for
259learning. Digital tools amplify the temporality and spatiality of reading and writing practices-
260and re-mediate place-based ways of knowing- by opening up new opportunities for learning
261across (and about) contexts (Leander et al. 2010).
262Learning is not just situated in contexts, but organized by contexts (Lave andWenger 1991;
263Ma and Munter 2014). What has been called the “spatial turn” (Kingston 2010) in the social
264sciences invites new analyses of digital literacies that foreground the heterogeneous space-
265times (Leander et al. 2010) and the (often contentious) processes of place-making (Taylor &
266Phillips, 2017). Mapping software and applications like Google Earth present potential
267pedagogical opportunities for developing new forms of digital literacy because they key into
268the already spatially-inflected and mobile aspects of learning. We concur with cultural
269geographers Elwood and Leszczynski (2012) who have written that,
270

271272The ascendance of location as a primary way of engaging the web and the increasing
273ubiquity of digital media with a spatial component suggests a comparative accessibility
274and ease of use to these technologies by non-experts in a wider range of everyday
275practices… [and] may be part of a transformation in the forms of action that individuals
276and social groups understand as constituting activism or engagement (p. 556).
277

278It is this notion of locative literacies- as transforming the forms of actions that constitute
279engagement in everyday practices- that CTM was designed to support and make visible.

280Design and methods

281Community Technology Mapping is a method that emerged from a larger ethnography called
282Learning across Networked and Emergent Spaces (LANES), designed to investigate the role of
283mobile media and technology in reorganizing families’ everyday routines in and around their
284homes (Taylor et al. 2017a, b). The LANES project was itself part of an even broader multi-
285sited, multi-year, multi-method effort to understand families’ changing technology and media
286engagement, the Families and Media project (Gee et al. 2017).
287We consider this larger ethnography and its methods an example of digital ethnography, a
288new approach or collection of approaches that account for how social processes emerge in the
289digital age and with digital tools and practices (Pink et al. 2016). While some digital
290ethnographies focus on activities that take place specifically in virtual spaces (e.g. boyd
2912014), other forms examine broader contexts in which digital media and technology are
292implicated, which may involve studying the media engagement of physically co-present
293participants and/or their online activities. It is in this latter, broader sense that CTM and other
294methods were employed in this study.
295The purpose of our digital ethnography was less about focusing explicitly on the social
296significance of a single device or media form (i.e. tablet computers, the latest video game, or
297Google Earth, for that matter) and more about orienting the ethnographic lens towards what is
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298technological about how research participants are going about the activities under study (Pink
299et al. 2016). The larger study included video-recorded participant observation, interviews, and
300experience sampling, in addition to the CTM task. CTM incorporated interactive digital
301mapping technology with a structured interview protocol as a CSCL pedagogical context for
302young people and methodological tool for researchers. In what follows we describe the task
303structure, the participants and setting, and our analytic approach.

304The CTM task protocol

305The CTM task took place during the final observational visit with each family in the study.
306CTM was designed to address two explicit objectives: (1) to make visible how children used
307mobile media during their daily rounds (Erickson 2004) at times not observed during
308fieldwork and (2) to facilitate children’s reflections on the relationships between physical
309environment and digital technology use. The typical activity structure of the task can be broken
310down into five main steps (see Appendix for CTM protocol). First, a researcher accessed
311Google Earth (GE) on her laptop and established a participant’s comfort level with using GE to
312map places they frequently go, providing assistance and instruction when necessary. Most
313participants had some prior working knowledge of the application.
314Next, the researcher asked the participants to map places they regularly went where they
315might use technology. During this phase, participants identified and located these places,
316dropped a marker on the location, labeled the location, and repeated these sub-steps for each
317location they chose to map. After participants had found and labeled these places, the
318researcher asked them to draw the pathways they typically traveled between them; most
319participants were able to trace pathways between at least a few places. Then, the researcher
320asked participants to identify and label technology “hotspots,” or places where they felt most
321engaged with technology, usually by changing the location’s marker color. Finally, in the post-
322task phase, the researcher debriefed the CTM task with participants and sometimes with a
323parent in a follow-up interview (see Appendix for final interview protocol). The task typically
324lasted one hour per participant.

325The task settings

326CTM was typically performed in children’s homes and on the researchers’ laptops, most
327often at the kitchen or dining table, though sometimes in the living room. The task was
328collaborative in that it always involved at least one other person- such as a parent, a
329sibling, or simply the researcher- as well as the technology being used for digital
330mapping. While we generally reserve discussion of these interactions and the attending
331place-making processes for empirical analysis, it is worth describing the home settings
332and media ecologies in which CTM activities were set. This description gives a sense of
333the material and personal configurations that will become important later on for estab-
334lishing how inscribing places occurred.
335The kitchen or dining table was the most common spot in the house for conducting
336the CTM activity. The relatively large table surface allowed young people and their
337collaborators to sit side-by-side and operate the computer while co-viewing the screen
338(Takeuchi and Stevens 2011). It also permitted the researcher to position herself nearby,
339usually at an adjacent corner of the table, out of the frame but still close at hand for
340technical assistance and conversation. The kitchen was also a hub of activity in many
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341homes (Graesch 2013), with siblings and parents (or grandparents) frequently entering
342and exiting, making it a strategic location for participating children to solicit help from
343knowledgeable family members when needed (Fig Q9. 1).
344An important final note about these task settings was that they sometimes included a
345collection of heterogeneous household items not necessarily relevant to the study or the
346task per se. These objects, such as handheld game consoles, smartphones, snacks, pets,
347and placemats all interacted with participants and also inscribed themselves into the
348task. While these peripheral materials did not end up in the digital maps, their traces
349remain in the video record, and their presence contributed to what was a decidedly “un-
350task-like” feeling of CTM. Participants- and their adult collaborators- reported enjoying
351CTM, and this was likely partly due to the relatively uncontrolled and comfortable
352atmosphere of studying families in their own homes (Goodwin and Goodwin 2013).
353Therefore, while we refer to CTM as a “task” throughout this analysis, it was perhaps
354more an activity “setting,” in Lave’s (1988) sense, that resulted from the relation
355between the quotidian, durable aspects of the environment and the situated actions of
356participants and researchers. In this way, CTM responds to a challenge to not only
357design adequate CSCL pedagogical tools and settings, but also interactive situations that
358invite deep learning (Cress et al. 2015).

359Participants

360Twelve children (boys and girls, Caucasian and African American) between the ages of
361nine and thirteen years old participated in this task. They were recruited for the larger
362study of young people’s media and technology use that took place in a large Midwestern
363city over the course of one year. Some of the participants lived in the same or geograph-
364ically close neighborhoods, and several of their maps involved overlapping areas, though
365of course, they were not privy to this. They had lived in their current neighborhoods for
366varying amounts of time, one family having just moved to the city in the months prior to
367participating in the study. Of the twelve participants, four (two pairs of sisters) were
368siblings. One of these sibling pairs collaborated in Community Technology Map

Fig. 1 Theo (wearing a GoPro head camera) and his Mom search for their house in Google Earth on the
researcher’s laptop. Theo placed his smartphone next to the computer for music
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369producing one map, while the other pair collaborated but created two separate maps. The
370majority of the families were enrolled during the school year, and observations and
371interviews took place after school or on weekends.

372Data collection

373The data for the CTM task consist of video recordings of children’s mapping activities
374recorded on an HD camera positioned adjacent to or just behind the children as they
375mapped places in Google Earth. A few children wore GoPro head-mounted cameras,
376which captured children’s own “coherent” angle of vision on the computer screen
377(Umphress and Sherin 2015). Because it was important to have an accurate image of
378how participants navigated the maps on screen, we utilized screen capture software to
379record the mapping process. We also video recorded the interviews of participants and
380their parents about the maps, once they were completed. Over fifteen total hours of video
381were reviewed for the present analysis.

382Data analysis

383The first step in our analysis was to content log all video recordings. Next, we drew on a
384grounded theoretical approach (Bryant and Charmaz 2007; Glaser and Strauss 1967) and
385engaged in open coding to iteratively develop the following descriptive categories for
386children’s in-task activities: remembering; selecting; locating; marking; tracing; navigating;
387narrating; negotiating; maneuvering; interrogating; course-correcting; scaling; homing; no-
388ticing; ground-truthing; evaluating; reconciling; associating (relating things to places); sto-
389rying; historicizing; dis-placing. Though we did not aim to generate a formal grounded
390theory, we utilized the analytic tools of this methodological approach to develop theoretical
391sensitivity (Glaser & Strauss), which allowed us to select or sample from the corpus instances
392of activities in CTM that warranted further analysis. We continuously went back to review the
393video data in group video-viewing sessions to develop codes and categories of activities. As
394these forms of activities were developed, we grouped overlapping activities into a few higher-
395level processes that were present in all children’s mapping and pervaded the task: making
396places visible; making places coherent; and making places mobile. For example, the process
397“making places visible” involved the lower level activities selecting, locating, marking,
398tracing, scaling, and noticing.
399Simultaneously, while we were developing this preliminary theoretical framework for
400categories of activities, we examined representative instances with a finer granularity
401(Shapiro et al. 2017). We conducted interaction analysis (e.g., Hall and Stevens 2016;
402Hontvedt and Arnseth 2013) of “hotspots” that occurred in the videos (Jordan and
403Henderson 1995, p. 43), instances in which the higher-level processes were particularly
404salient. From these, we created multi-modal transcripts of representative instances that
405depict how words, gestures, body and hand movements, body position, and human-
406computer interactions hung together to enact inscribing places. Multi-modal analysis of
407interactions between young people and technology in the activity allowed us to look
408across communication channels young people used to convey meaning while mapping
409(Goodwin 2013). This helped us look beyond the surface of what people communicated
410in order to catch the “magic moments” when they collaboratively accomplished shared
411meaning with tools and artifacts (Cress et al. 2015, p. 111; Roschelle and Teasley 1995).
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412Because we were interested in how young people understood spatio-temporal aspects of
413their technology use outside the task, attending to the specific movements, gestures, body
414positions, and navigational strategies used in the task was a particular affordance of this
415analytic approach.

416Analytic findings

417The first requirement of this task was that children remember past experiences. Without
418remembering, there was no Community Technology Mapping task. During all phases of
419the activity, then, children needed to reconstruct their memories of their daily rounds
420(Erickson 2004). This involved first deciding which places were relevant and interesting
421enough (to them) to map. Most appeared to develop a timeline of their day, starting off
422at home, moving to the bus stop, then off to school, often to an afterschool activity
423nearby, and finally home again in the evening. Once these places had been plotted,
424children expanded their timelines to incorporate activities that took place more sporad-
425ically or on the weekends including attending church, visiting grandparents or cousins,
426or attending summer camps. To map these places, children developed strategies that
427made their places visible, made them coherent, and made them mobile. This involved
428re-producing a “cascade of inscriptions” (Latour 1986) as they went about representing
429their place-based activities.

430Writing themselves into the map

431In order to create a map of places they tended to go, children had to figure out a way of
432making their daily or weekly itineraries visible. They had to bring to the present
433memories of past experiences in places they had been. These memories putatively resided
434inside their heads, and the task asked them to bring them out into the open on-screen
435where they could be seen and shared. To do so, they had to re-present absent places and
436make them visible. This meant that they had to first find the places on the map, which
437was neither simple nor straightforward. While some children found places by searching
438using Google Earth’s in-app Search function, others did not always have searchable
439information like business names or addresses ready-to-hand. In these cases, children
440had to develop another strategy we call wayfinding. This other strategy of finding their
441way pervaded the task during all phases or prompts. Wayfinding is similar to what Ingold
442(2011) has called “wayfaring;” “the task of the wayfarer is not to act out a script received
443from predecessors but literally to negotiate a path through the world” (p. 162).
444Wayfinding consisted of children scrolling through their neighborhood or nearby vicinities
445in order to find a place. Wayfinding involved a process of holding the place in mind and
446homing in on it while coordinating actions at the digital mapping interface. While some
447children used wayfinding to locate places and label them, others, in a later phase of the task,
448traced the path traversed during their wayfinding using Google Earth’s drawing function; they
449literally inscribed a path on the map. Once they reached the intended places, children labeled
450them, often personalizing the path or place names, or writing themselves into the map. In what
451follows, we provide an example of how the Ichabod sisters trace (i.e. make visible) a path they
452routinely traveled during a typical week and use this to illustrate how inscribing places
453involved making them visible.
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454Tanya and Mary’s wayfinding During this portion of their mapping, eleven-year-old Mary
455and her thirteen-year-old sister Tanya drew a pathway their parents typically drove to get home
456from the “the Y” (the YMCA, a community center) after the girls’ swim practices. Prior to this
457drawing, the two had identified and labeled these two places and several others and had
458negotiated an arrangement whereby they took turns drawing pathways between places and
459labeling them. In order to draw pathways in Google Earth, it is necessary to have a dialog box
460open on screen. This enables the drawing feature, which overlays a line (here a thick red line)
461onto the map as they found their way between locations. It was Mary’s turn to draw the
462pathway from the Y to home. However, before she could embark on the route, she had to
463figure out how to exit the Y parking lot, already visible on-screen.
464Mary consulted her sister about this (line 1), and Tanya instructed her. Tanya narratedwhileMary
465navigated, explaining how their parent drives them out of the parking lot and usually goes down the
466street until they reach “Ridge,” a major thoroughfare (lines 2–3). They had the Street Names feature
467enabled, so theywere able to read these on themap.No sooner hadMary begunwayfinding than she
468was abruptly stopped in her tracks as her older sister chastised her for missing the street where she
469needed to turn (line 3). Despite the ability to see where she was on the map, Mary’s actions in-task
470brought an unfamiliar (untraveled) pathway into view for her sister. As Ingold (2011) writes
471“wayfaring always overshoots its destinations, since wherever you may be… you are already on
472yourway somewhere else” (p. 162).Mary quietly acknowledged that she had indeed turned onto the
473wrong street, “Oh, woopsy,” and she immediately closed the path drawing window and re-opened it
474to start the path again (line 4).

475476Mary: So we go out of the parking lot and then- do we- is it here?
477478Tanya: We go out of the parking lot and we usually go down um to this street I don’t
479know where it is. Then we go down to Ridge. Mary, you went past Ridge!
480481Mary: (quietly) O:h, woopsy ((quits drawing path, re-opens drawing dialogue box)).
482483Tanya: Ridge is right here, honey ((points at screen)).
484485Mary: We go out of the parking lot and we go to here, and then we turn and go, (makes
486siren noise) wa-na-na-na-na-na. And then we go down this- then we stop at the stop light
487and then we go through the intersection….
488489Tanya: To:: Ashton. (2.0) No to:
490491Mary: Dewey.
492493Tanya: Yeah.
494495Mary: ((drags screen over to expose more of map, sisters giggle)) (sings) Mr. Grinch,
496da-na- na-na.

<5> Ridge is right here, honey <7> We stop at the light <12> drags screen over

497498On her second attempt, when she exited the parking lot, Mary turned onto Ridge and then
499continued wayfinding while playfully making a sound like an ambulance siren (lines 6–7).
500Tanya watched silently while Mary narrated and navigated. Mary explained that they usually
501stop at the light and then continue through an intersection (lines 7–8). She and her sister
502finished each other’s sentences, “storying” their trail through the landscape (Ingold 2011), as
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503they settled on the correct street on which they turn south towards home (lines 9–11). At this
504point, what was visible for them on screen was their starting point (the Y) and their destination
505(home); in an earlier phase of the CTM task, they had marked both of these places with yellow
506place markers and labeled them “YMCA” and “Mary and Tanya’s House,” respectively.
507However, the path-drawing dialog box currently blocked their view of the street on which
508they needed to continue drawing the path southward. Paradoxically, while this “cascade of
509inscriptions” (Latour 1986)- i.e. the digital map- made their path drawable (and consequently
510discernible) it managed to disorient the sisters. Therefore, Mary needed to reposition her
511drawing tool with respect to this box, so that the map underneath was visible. In other words,
512so the map maintained a semblance of “optical consistency” (Latour Q10, 1989) with the path she
513held in her mind. To do so, she opted to drag the screen to the right and up (line 12), effectively
514moving their house to a central position on the screen. While she did this, both girls giggled as
515Mary sang a silly song. At this point, it would seem that all there was left to do was to draw a
516straight pathway to their home, to literally home in on their house.

517518Tanya: Okay, so this is Ceril ((points at screen)), so I think this is Dewey.
519520Mary: You’re right.
521522Tanya: Wait, why are you... wait why are we in the middle of the street?
523524Mary: (laughs) Oh: because-.
525526Tanya: That’s the alley, hon!
527528Mary: Ye:ah.
529530Tanya: So go, you just have to turn here.
531532Mary: ((turns the corner and continues drawing the pathway south)) Stop, move your hand.
533Then we go around... uh-huh ((circles house with drawing tool)). Ok. ((labels the path)).

<14> I think this is Dewey <18> That’s the alley, hon! <22> Types “We drive together”

534535Like many children who participated in the CTM task, Mary’s wayfinding was neither
536simple, nor straightforward. First, based on their current location on the map, she and her sister
537had to decide which of two adjacent lines on screen was their street proper and which was
538actually an alley adjacent to it (lines 13–14). As Latour (1989) points out, on maps, “realms of
539reality that seem far apart are inches apart, once flattened out onto the same surface” (p. 26).
540When Mary’s wayfinding placed her on the latter route (the alley), Tanya redirected her once
541more, teasing her that “that’s the alley, hon!” Mary then adjusted her pathway slightly by
542drawing her way backwards towards the street and following Tanya’s advice to “turn here”
543(line 19). Tanya kept her finger in place on the proper street, as a placeholder, while Mary
544navigated towards it (line 19), eventually ordering her older sister to move (line 20); however,
545Mary was not able to see their house through her sister’s hand. At last, Mary circled around the
546block and back up the next street to arrive at their house (line 21). She then literally inscribed
547their house with the path-drawing tool by drawing a circle around it to close out her pathway.
548Finally, she labeled their path “from the YMCA to our home” and typed “we drive together”
549into the Description dialogue box (line 21–22). In these ways, the Ichabod sisters collabora-
550tively inscribed their map by drawing paths, labeling places, and inserting descriptions.
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551Mary and Tanya encountered a number of obstacles while wayfinding home from the
552YMCA, and overcoming them entailed different strategies for making places visible. First,
553with her sister’s helpful critique, Mary learned to use the visual cues provided by the Street
554Names to turn out of the parking lot onto the correct street. Then, Mary repositioned the
555drawing tool dialogue box, which obstructed a straight path between her position and her
556destination. This, however, was not trivial; moving the path-drawing dialogue box tripped up
557many other children’s efforts at tracing a path, because clicking off a path in-progress in order
558to reorient the screen can easily produce an unwanted inscription (i.e. a mark) on the map. In
559this case, and to many children’s dismay, the path had to be recreated from scratch.
560Making their prospective path visible beneath the dialogue box was a critical moment in the
561sisters’ task. It represents how, as Lammes (2016) wrote, digital maps involve users “co-
562shaping the alignment of immutable mobiles and co-producing the map image through the
563interface” (p. 11). But Mary’s path forward was obscured again, this time by her sister’s hand,
564requiring her to negotiate the inscription’s visibility once more. Inscribing their own names and
565modes of transit (they “drive together”) into the dialogue was their final strategy for producing
566a permanent, visible inscription of this pathway and its relevance in their daily round (Fig Q11. 2).

567Summary Q12

568Through the use of dialogue, gestures, and interactions with the GE interface, the sisters
569rendered their places visible by wayfinding. All these ways of finding and inscribing places
570served to highlight and bring awareness to the places that were important in children’s daily

Fig. 2 Mary and Tanya’s inscriptions and strategies for wayfinding (for anonymity, map approximates
their actual location)
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571routines and revealed their spatio-temporal relationships. It made these places and relationships
572visible to children and to the researchers in and long after the task. However, though visible
573and durable, inscriptions have the contradictory effect of erasing all the complex work done to
574create them (Latour 1986, 1987). Furthermore, as maps become durable inscriptions (Latour
5751991), they can constrain future inscriptions, as we saw when the relatively durable dialogue
576box (one layer of inscription) hindered the sisters’ drawing of pathways (another inscription
577layer). In this regard, there is a unique advantage to having video recorded the CTM task: we
578were able to re-view the process of mapping in order to examine inscriptions as works in
579progress or “maps-in-the-making” (Gordon et al. 2016). Observing children’s wayfinding,
580labeling, and describing at the level of moment-to-moment interactions showed us how
581inscriptions are evidence of techno-scientific controversies, especially when mapping collab-
582oratively. Techno-scientific controversies take place when scientific perspectives on a matter of
583concern are being contended, before things are settled as matters of fact (Latour 1986), just as
584Tanya and Mary debated where to establish their pathway and precisely map their knowledge
585of their route home. The result of these contested moves and coordinated interactional
586processes were that children were able to make their places visible to us and to each other.
587Inscriptions fundamentally engage writing practices (Latour 1986) and involve a visual
588language, to the degree that what gets written-in is visible and used to communicate (Rudwick
5891976; Latour 1986; Wilson 2011). For today’s digital map users, learning to use this language
590is part of developing locative literacies. As the case of Mary and Tanya illustrates, the main
591ways children made places visible and legible was to locate them through searching and
592wayfinding and to mark them by tracing paths and labeling places. And yet, something more
593personal appeared to happen when children inscribed the maps in these ways. They actually
594appeared to be writing themselves into the map, making their very personal and particular
595histories in places visible to us (and to them) through wayfinding (Ingold 2011). We saw this
596when they playfully narrated their itineraries while navigating through spaces. It was also
597apparent in the ways they chose to label, or to ascribe a place’s name by inscribing it. One
598participant’s local mall became “Leah’s mall.” Another boy’s school was made “Theo’s
599school.” The Ichabod sisters annotated the place marker designating their path home from
600swim practice with the words “we drive together.” In this way, locating places and pathways
601on the map and labeling them was more than a mere matter of re-inscribing the place name.
602Rather, children’s mapping process entailed moments of making places their own, and naming
603them as such. Children thereby made places visible by writing themselves into the map.

604Seeing through the map

605Another process through which inscribing places took shape was the way children made their
606places coherent with past experiences in and of places. Making places coherent involved
607reconstructing narratives of places and reconciling a remembered place with a represented
608place. In order to remember and plot their experiences, children relied heavily on narrative
609strategies. Their talking and reasoning aloud (sometimes to themselves, often to collaborators)
610showed how part of making places by creating a map was making them coherent with a
611personal narrative or a life story under-construction (Linde 1993). While locating places and
612drawing pathways, children showed how they became aware of the presence of the natural and
613built environment inscribed or “incorporated” (Ingold 1993) in their memories of places–a
614spatial awareness made perceptible by the mapping task. However, the images of mapped
615spaces did not always necessarily cohere with children’s memories of places. There are
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616significant “asymmetries between interface producers and users” (Lammes 2016, p. 9),
617something children wrestled with in the context of CTM. At times, these struggles for
618coherence enabled them to see through the map to its (on-going) construction. In the following
619analysis, we show how Leah worked diligently to find coherence between her personal
620memories and the map before her eyes.

621Leah locates Grandma’s house Leah had been locating and labeling the places she
622frequently spent her time for roughly twenty minutes, when she decided to map her Grand-
623mother’s house in a town which is “so small” (line 1), where she visits every other month or
624so. Unsure of the address, she searched for the name of the town in the Google Earth search
625field and the map zoomed in to Shimmer Lake (line 3). It landed directly over the lake itself,
626and Leah leaned in closer to examine it, noticing the ice over the image of the lake, and noting
627that “this must be winter” (line 3). She commented that the surface of the lake had an
628interesting ice formation (line 6). The researcher (R) agreed and asked her where Shimmer
629Lake is (line 7), to which Leah replied glibly that it is “in the middle of nowhere” (line 8). Leah
630scrolled away from the lake to an adjacent residential neighborhood (line 10). Demonstrating
631her perspective on the remoteness of this small town, Leah joked that she “didn’t think they
632had street names” (line 10). Both the ice on the lake and the presence of street names disrupted
633Leah’s first-hand knowledge of these places, knowledge which did not appear to “fit” in the
634geometric space of this map (November et al. 2010).

635636Leah: I go to my Grandmother’s house which is in Shimmer Lake, which I know is so small.
637638R: (laughs)
639640Leah: Alright, alright ((zooms into map, moves close to screen)). So here’s- oh, this must
641be winter.
642643R: Hmm.
644645Leah: That’s an interesting ice formation.
646647R: Yeah, for sure. (3.0) Where is Shimmer Lake?
648649Leah: It’s in the middle of nowhere.
650651R: (laughing) Is it?
652653Leah: ((moving the map around on the screen)) I didn’t think they had street names.
654655R: (laughs)
656657Leah: Well here’s a river, their house is kind of by a river.
658659R: You can approximate if you want.
660661Leah: Because I know there is a sign “dead end road.”
662663R: Um-hm.
664665Leah: ((leans close to screen, points with mouse)) I think it’s this one.
666667R: Um-kay.
668669Leah: ((still staring at place mouse is pointing)) Um:::. Actually it’s not.
670671She has like a huge garage. ((moves map down to view a nearby street, locates another
672house)). This is probably it.
673

674Having explored these surprising elements depicted on the map, she then began searching
675for her grandmother’s house in earnest. First, she seemed to be orienting to a nearby natural
676feature, mentioning that her grandmother’s house is “kind of near a river” (line 12). When the
677researcher suggested that Leah could just “approximate” the location (line 13) and drop a pin
678in the general vicinity of where the house might be, Leah nonetheless persisted. She continued
679searching and commenting on signposts and landmarks that would help her find the place that
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680was consistent with her grandmother’s house, such as a dead-end sign (line 14) and a huge
681garage (line 19). Even when she thought she had located an aerial view of a house that
682matched her memory of this place, she hesitated to commit to it, reconsidering when the
683house’s garage did not appear large enough (line 18). Finally, Leah settled on a house that
684satisfied her interest in marking a place sufficiently similar to the one of her memory (line 18).
685While we are still uncertain whether she found the “correct” house, her actions in-task signaled
686how “the correspondence between maps and lands is made in practice [italics in original]
687(November et al. 2010, p. 585).
688Leah’s persistent efforts to locate the “right” place despite the confusing or contradictory
689evidence provided by the map illustrated how centrally important coherence was to her
690mapping process. It was virtually inconceivable (to her) that she settle for an approximate
691place, when Google Earth made it “virtually” conceivable to locate very precisely which house
692was part of her itinerary. The specificity with which she approached her place-making speaks
693to how all children narrated their places while navigating to them. The stories they told
694conveyed rich and detailed experiences of being in places and of the nature of their activities
695in certain places. The CTM activity became a vital site for reconstructing storied places and for
696making places cohere with memories and embodied experiences (Ingold 1993).
697At the same time, the map provided unusual, disorienting evidence of emplacement, such as
698ice formations, street names, a river, and a huge garage, information that contradicted her
699memory of this place (Fig. 3). Leah had approached the map as a truthful representation of a
700place she already thought she knew well, and she first searched for “supporting evidence”
701(Enyedy and Mukhopadhyay 2007) that reinforced her personal knowledge of her grand-
702mother’s community. When her expectations of what she would find there pulled her up short
703(Kerdeman 2003), she struggled to bring a sense of stability and structure to things, and she
704noticed new facets of this place, which were not part of her incomplete memory of being there.
705These digitally emergent elements of the built and natural environment updated Leah’s
706understanding of this place in the CTM process. Emergent elements also provided a glimpse
707into the map’s construction, which we call seeing through the map. As Ingold (1993) wrote,
708“the activities that comprise the taskscape are unending, the landscape is never complete:
709neither ‘built’ nor ‘unbuilt’, it is perpetually under construction” (p. 162). This backstage view
710of the construction of places through digital mapping software may have provided children
711glimpses not only into how places and maps are spatio-temporally contingent; it also conveyed
712to us how life stories (Linde 1993) or place-based histories (Gordon et al. 2016) are likewise
713always under-construction.

714Summary

715The critical geographer Harley famously noted that cartography is seldom what cartographers
716say it is (Crampton 2010). Maps reorganize space in ways that can contradict one’s experience,
717requiring “ground-truthing” (Taylor and Hall 2013). When children encountered an image of
718their world that broke with familiar recollections of places, they appeared to experience a
719disorientation that needed to be reconciled. They worked to bring a semblance of coherent
720order to these images in a number of ways. Some played with the recalcitrant image as one
721would in a video game, noting the unsettling “creepiness” of the world that typically caused
722them little trouble. Other children analyzed the “representational infrastructure” (Star 1990),
723bringing into focus how the map was a sociotechnical construction by literally invoking the
724invisible work of Google Earth photographers and their vans. Latour (1991) suggests that the
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725power of inscriptions rests on their heterogeneous “representatives” lining up and “speaking”
726with one voice (Callon 1986). According to this view, the efforts of children during CTM were
727effectively attempts to reassemble all the disparate actors who suddenly appeared to have
728incoherent interests, such as street signs, lakes, garages, Google Earth images (and photogra-
729phers), and the digital mapping interface itself.

Remembered 
place 

Mapped 
place 

Leah’s 
words 

Map image 

Shimmer Lake Lake is 

frozen 

<3> this 

must be 

winter 

Dead end road 
sign 

Street names, 
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<9> I didn’t 

think they 

had street 

names 

Kind of by a 
river 

River nearby <11>Well 

here’s a 

river 
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Small garage <18> This is 
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Fig. 3 Leah works to bring coherence to her map
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730Still other children pointed out to their collaborators how a given feature of the built
731environment or the landscape had changed over time, considering the technology’s image
732history while simultaneously narrating their own. For example, when Leah noticed the ice over
733Shimmer Lake, she brought forth not only the lake’s changing temporality but also the image’s
734history. Lammes (2016) points out that in “Google Earth, hinging as it does on a multitude of
735visible and re-combinable layers, the status of the image has changed” (p. 8). Seeing the image
736of the frozen lake from the bird’s eye view of Google Earth disrupted Leah’s otherwise
737coherent impression of this place. Having seen through the map in this way, Leah’s narrative
738of this place was changed. Now it was a place that underwent seasonal change. Similarly, it
739became a place designated by street names. These new stories she told herself about this place
740created a new version of her place-based narrative, one no less coherent but certainly changed.
741It was as if, rather than forcing the recalcitrant images or inconsistent evidence back into
742alignment, she was translating (Latour 1986) or modifying the text of her narrative into the
743dynamic context of the task, “for the forms of the landscape arise alongside those of the
744taskscape, within the same current of activity” (Ingold 1993, p. 162).
745These changes in perception reflect children’s learning, particularly their learning about
746spatio-temporal relationships to place and about the representational power of socio-technical
747systems (Star 1999). These are important criteria for developing locative literacies. On the one
748hand, seeing through the map allowed Leah to see how the map-making had taken place at a
749particular time; on the other hand, she perceived familiar places differently because of their
750appearance on the digital map. This suggests that seeing through the map also enabled Leah to
751see through her preconceptions of place (i.e. that it was a town so small it lacked even street
752signs) to an emerging reality in which she saw Shimmer Lake anew, perhaps as a place defined
753by heterogeneous spaces (Leander et al. 2010) and across scales of time (Lemke 2000).
754Furthermore, CTM allowed us to see how these places were not anonymous place-holders
755in a child’s routine (i.e. “the mall,” “Grandma’s house,” or “school”). They were meaningful
756and storied places inflected by children’s rich experiences in and of them. While for the
757researcher, Leah could have “approximated” place by dropping her pin on any house in
758Shimmer Lake, for Leah it was pivotal that her place be found, for only a specific place was
759coherent with her experience of being there.

760Everything is on-the-move

761While, we have so far illustrated how digital mapping, specifically Google Earth, reconfigures
762or re-mediates children’s cartography in many ways, we would emphasize that any consider-
763ation of their interactions with digital maps must account for children’s mobilities. As children
764went about making places visible and making places coherent during CTM, they were always
765enacting mobile ways of knowing (Leander et al. 2010; Taylor and Hall 2013; Taylor 2017).
766And the work of inscribing places mobilized all the sociotechnical work that had occurred
767upstream from the task (Latour 1986) that made it possible for children to interact with digital
768maps in the first place. We now turn to how children enacted mobility in place-making. In
769what follows, we describe the modes of mobility of one child who was in the process of tracing
770a route to a friend’s house to illustrate how, to inscribe places, children moved across scales
771and negotiated displacements in the task.
772Natalie engaged in wayfinding, the same strategy used by the Ichabod sisters, in order to
773find her way to her friend’s house, an activity that took nearly twenty minutes (a full quarter of
774the total task time, and only ten minutes less than it does driving there in real time). In what
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775follows, drawing from four sequential segments of Natalie’s mapping we highlight how
776entangled modes of mobility- which we call the dynamic, corporeal, performative, and
777relational- allowed her to locate the right route to a destination. We argue that these tangled
778mobilities of digital mapping open up methodological and pedagogical opportunities for
779understanding the spatio-temporal organization of children’s activities and for “mapping new
780mobilities” (Leander et al. 2010). We also describe how using GE technology reveals
781possibilities for heterogeneous sociotechnical processes- or inscriptions- to be mobilized in
782digital mapping (November Q13et al., 2016).

783Natalie makes a mobile map Natalie had been scrolling down the highway towards her
784friend’s house for close to five minutes when her mom finally signaled that Natalie had
785reached the exit- a cloverleaf- and directed her to get off the highway. As Natalie scrolled
786down, the screen image moved upwards. At the same time, the motion of Natalie’s fingers on
787the track pad inadvertently caused the screen orientation to swivel, so that the cloverleaf, which
788she had avoided (it turns out, incorrectly) by taking a straighter exit pathway headed south-
789bound, rotated off the screen. Her mom then pointed up in the air above the computer,
790indicating a part of the map not visible on screen. She directed Natalie, “You need to go that
791way.” The two debated this point. Natalie and her mom used the computer screen as the
792repository and reference for their gestures. However, the disorienting dynamics of the screen
793complicated easy navigating. As a resource or “substrate” on which they operated to come to a
794new shared understanding of this pathway (Goodwin 2013, p. 8), the dynamics of the
795computer interface needed to be negotiated. In a reversal of roles (and contrary to their
796everyday mobilities), Natalie was “driving,” and so she had decisions to make about how to
797coordinate her body to make the turns and maneuvers that would keep her on the correct
798course towards her destination. Her mother copiloted by using the same deictic gestures
799common to families in automobiles, where the dynamics of attentional frames and rapidly
800changing visual cues are similarly complex (Goodwin and Goodwin 2012).
801Of course, the dynamic experience of mapping in GE does not perfectly simulate lived
802mobilities; Natalie and her Mom drew upon bodies as semiotic resources (Hall et al., 2015 Q14) in
803order to come to a mutual understanding of the proper path through the exit ramp (Goodwin
804and Goodwin 2012). When Mom asked Natalie to remember which way they usually take off
805the exit, Natalie turned to look at her, taking her hands off of the trackpad and reorienting
806towards her mom in a new interactional frame. Accordingly, the researcher’s camera angle
807rotated to face them, and Mom said, “We go on that circle up that way,” gesturing somewhere
808between the computer screen and their bodies. Natalie disputed this, countering her mother’s
809proposal by sweeping her own arm to the right and pointing in a slight clockwise direction.
810Natalie’s sweeping arm was swiftly met by her Mom coupling to her daughter’s body; Mom
811animated Natalie’s arm (Goffman 1979), swinging it in a counter-clockwise direction. Natalie
812smiled, reluctantly resumed navigating, and returned to the point of the exit where the
813cloverleaves diverged. Arriving at an agreed upon heading through the exit involved re-
814animating corporeal experiences which had been inscribed in their bodies through the lived
815practice of having driven through this physical space (Taylor 2017). Their mobile bodies
816became mapping technologies available for inscribing places.
817As the two continued to find their way, Natalie echoed her mom’s narrated navigating,
818mimicking in a whispered, slightly sarcastic voice, “Okay, I’m getting off,” while she exited the
819highway towards the cloverleaf once again. Her mom encouraged her to “keep following it.” In a
820playful tone, Natalie humored her mom, “Yeah, this one, right here”. However, she proceeded to
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821take the same route as before, and her mom abruptly halted her, telling her to go back. Natalie
822slumped her shoulders andmock-cried, “I told you we went too far.” She sang aloud as she dragged
823the screen along the arc of the cloverleaf, simulating the motion of driving around it and then onto
824the road to which it led off the highway. These negotiations between Natalie, Mom, and the screen
825laminated different modes of travel, agencies, and mobilities (Jensen Q15, Sheller &Wind, 2014) within
826a single “performative cartography” (Verhoeff 2012).
827Natalie, like several other young people in the study, played a number of roles, shifting back
828and forth between positioning herself as a confident and inexperienced “driver”; one minute,
829she was teasing her mom with false bravado, and the next she was foiled again by the interface.
830According to Verhoeff (2012), the interplay of feedback- the movement back and forth-
831between user and map that takes place at the computer interface makes mapping a performance
832rather than a pre-formed representation that is simply understood by the user. The screen was
833more than a display onto which a path was inscribed. The map interactively played with
834Natalie and her mom, producing a highly performative- and collaborative- cartographic
835experience (Fig Q16. 4).

836837Natalie: Oh. Um. This is not it.
838839Screen: [((continues moving down, on same road))].
840841Mom: That is it.
842843Screen: [((cars, buildings start to appear on screen))].
844845Natalie: Oh maybe it is. Maybe that’s a gas station?
846847Screen: [((reaches an intersection, makes a turn, moving to left))].
848849Mom: So that’s the-.
850851Natalie: [and then-.

Fig. 4 Natalie and her mom negotiate a cloverleaf highway exit
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852853Mom: [uh-huh.
854855Natalie: do we- yeah.
856857Mom: [yeah, here.
858859Screen: [((large parking lot appears on screen))].
860861Natalie: There go Walmart! Ooh Walmart looks so fake. Nobody ((points)) actually parks-.
862863Mom: (laughs) Yeah, they might have put that in there, that doesn’t look too… well
864maybe-.
865866Natalie: Who would miss- who would miss that ((points into screen)) parking space?
867

868Natalie did not at first recognize that she had made the right move off the highway,
869claiming that “This is not it” (line 1). When familiar objects like cars and buildings
870began to appear on the screen, Natalie mumbled softly that she may indeed be in the
871right place, suggesting “Maybe that’s a gas station?” (line 5). She reached an intersec-
872tion, automatically turning right, and she and her mom uttered, with increasing prosody,
873a series of short and over-lapping phrases related to what they were seeing on the screen
874and how Natalie was scrolling through this area (lines 7–11). With this rapid exchange,
875the two mutually established that they were in the right place, which Natalie demon-
876strated by enthusiastically exclaiming, “There go Walmart!” (line 13). Pointing at the
877parking lot on the screen, she claimed that the Walmart “looks so fake.” Her mom
878laughed and offered an explanation that “They might have put that [image] in there” (line
87914). Natalie warranted her claim by pointing emphatically at a parking space near the
880building and asking, “Who would miss that parking spot?” (line 15). In other words, the
881image must have been faked, because no real person would fail to park in such a prime
882parking spot. Natalie’s disbelief is reminiscent of what we observed Leah and other
883participants do when confronted with map images that did not ring true to children’s
884familiar experiences in places.
885Although she was finally headed the right way, Natalie continued to appear displaced. It
886was only once she started to relate her location on the map to the objects in the built
887environment that she seemed to regain a sense of connectedness to this location. She relied
888on these relational cues, formerly inscribed in her experience of being in this place, to ground
889her position on the map. And yet, this relational strategy, a kind of virtual ground-truthing,
890only got her so far. No sooner had she established firm footing in this place, then a disruption
891to the authenticity of the map again displaced her, and she started to doubt the “status”
892(Lammes 2016) of the Google Earth image of Walmart.
893This suggests a more profound displacement at work here. In seeing through the
894map, Natalie called up all the work that had gone into making it. Even her Mom
895invoked the former presence of some other actors, when she suggested that “they” must
896have just placed the “fake” image of Walmart’s parking lot into the map. The relations
897between heterogeneous actors were momentarily made visible, re-mobilized by the
898mapping process (November et al. 2010). The transparent reliability of the map was
899questioned, and Natalie and her Mom saw through it to its construction. It was only
900through this active and processual mapping “event” that the contingent relations
901between Natalie, her Mom, the computer interface, the highway, a gas station, Walmart,
902and the Google Earth photographers emerged. By finding her way to her friend’s house
903Natalie “drew together” (Latour 1986) or re-mobilized an assemblage of dis-placed
904actors and infrastructures, making them all visible once again and re-inscribing relations
905with them through interactive digital mapping.
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906Summary

907Natalie’s mobile activities and virtual places performatively co-produced each other (Verhoeff
9082012). Natalie’s mobilites surfaced how heterogeneous associations or relations between
909people, objects, and contexts are implicated in sociotechnical systems often treated as
910transparent or naturalized, a realization Bowker and Star (1999) refer to as “infrastructural
911inversion.” Through a cascading series of displacements of materials and people, a durable
912inscription like a map can stand for complex experiences and socio-technical processes (Latour
9131986). The interleaving of multiple aspects of mobility- dynamic, corporeal, performative, and
914relational- was part of inscribing places. By drawing together the heterogeneous actors- cars
915and busses, Walmarts, highways, parents and siblings, frozen lakes, satellites in space, people
916who take Google Earth photos, laptop computers, researchers, and young children- complex
917socio-technical systems got reduced to single, transportable digital maps, which we then took
918back to our labs and analyzed.
919The maps generated in CTM were immutable and mobile (Latour 1986); children created
920permanent maps of their daily activities that we were able to review in analysis of these data.
921Yet, if we take a closer look at the CTM task and the process of mapping–something we can do
922because of the enduring nature of video-recorded data–we see a less stable arrangement of
923place and space. The places kids mapped were literally on the move as they flew, zoomed, and
924scrolled through Google Earth. The ability to create traces and mark-ups of children’s
925experiences on a readable (digital) page was made possible by the dynamic, interactive nature
926of Google Earth. The ability to move through space virtually in ways that were typically off
927limits, to change scales (by zooming in or out), to modify perspectives (i.e. in street-view) was
928entirely technologically mediated. CTM allowed children to make places mobile in all of these
929ways, while remaining more or less stationary in the comforts of their homes. But it also put
930some of the maps “immutability” back into circulation by bringing into view how maps are
931dynamic and unstable (sometimes unbelievable, as in Natalie’s skepticism regarding the
932Walmart parking lot) representations of space. In this task, everything was on the move.

933Discussion

934This paper has examined a novel research activity called Community Technology Mapping.
935Children created maps or inscriptions of their regular activities which involved personal and
936collaborative (re)constructions of actual places and lived experiences, which were then written-
937in to the virtual map. In doing so, they were inscribing places. We have described how
938inscribing places involved processes of making places visible, making places coherent, and
939making places mobile. We now turn to a discussion of how inscribing places served young
940people and how it served researchers by highlighting what we see as the key pedagogical and
941methodological affordances of the task. We end by offering what we believe are important
942contributions of CSCL approaches like this to developing locative literacies and the implica-
943tions of locative literacies to learning more broadly.
944CTM served several pedagogical purposes. First, it allowed children to produce a spatial and
945temporal representation of their movements and itineraries. This mobilized a new spatio-temporal
946language for their perceptions of daily life, a new way of seeing their relationship to their world
947(Latour 1986; Lammes 2016). CTM created a space (in their homes) in which children’s shifting
948understandings of the spatiotemporal organization of the world (outside of the home) temporarily
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949unfolded, bringing into perspective for them how their everyday activities have technology folded
950into them. By and large, children in the study were surprised to see they did not regularly go to all
951that many places; perhaps this is related to their age, but it is also indicative of a troubling new
952relationship some perceive between digital media use and adolescents’ social isolation (Twenge
9532017). As a CSCL pedagogical approach, CTM makes it possible for children to produce new
954artifacts or representational resources to use in their learning (Stahl et al. 2014), specifically in
955learning how their activities are spatio-temporally organized.
956A second pedagogical affordance of the task involved the interactive, digital medium of
957Google Earth itself. The task offers new possibilities for developing locative literacies because
958of the use of this novel medium for generating place-based narratives based in young people’s
959lived experiences, one which is not fixed but editable (Gordon et al. 2016). Digital mapping
960adds a dynamic dimension to traditional paper maps as tools for surfacing and building on
961children’s emerging understandings of place. Had we provided children with a paper map of
962their neighborhood and a pencil and asked them to draw their pathways and label their places,
963the complex dynamics of navigating through virtual space would not have been available.
964Creating new interactional and mediational spaces in which collaboration can take place is part
965of the on-going work of designing CSCL pedagogical approaches (Roschelle and Teasley
9661995). We see CTM as part of a new ensemble of learning arrangements for developing
967locative literacies (Taylor et al. 2017b; Taylor & Silvis, 2017).
968A third pedagogical move- less obvious to some children, though puzzling and
969potentially transformative for others- was the emergent disclosures of the “backstage”
970work and invisible infrastructures of digital maps (Star 1999). As young people engaged
971in interactive digital mapping, they pried open “black-boxes” (Latour 1986) sealed
972tightly by the powerful illusion of images’ authenticity. It was simply not the case that
973when children brought their places and pathways out into view to be mapped, that these
974were then perfectly recognizable to them. Rather than re-presenting the immutability of
975mapped space, the CTM task showed something quite different; it revealed the invisible
976work that makes inscriptions appear in the first place and then appear immutable
977(Lammes 2016). As children generated these representations they effectively tested the
978map’s truthfulness as a representation of space. Inscribing places allowed participants to
979see through the map to its construction. While CSCL pedagogical approaches have been
980particularly useful for helping young people visualize valued content in new ways (e.g.
981Ryokai and Agogino 2013; Shapiro et al. 2017; Zahn et al. 2012) the ways technologies
982can also embed these same value systems invisibly has gone relatively unquestioned.
983CTM attempts to intervene by providing a computer-supported approach for collabora-
984tively interrogating cartographic inscriptions specifically, but digital ones more broadly.
985Controversies emerged in the negotiations between mappers and their collaborators,
986and inconsistencies between the map’s image and the mapper’s experiences made the
987hidden work of inscription visible (Latour 1986), supporting children to adopt new
988critical stances towards the map. Whereas one minute Natalie navigated past her
989Walmart, suddenly the parking lot looked fake and she found that instead she was seeing
990“Walmart.” This “movement towards abstraction” recalls Latour’s (1999) work with
991pedologists and botanists in the Amazon, in which he showed how they had gone to
992the forest of Boa Vista and brought back with them in their soil samples the “forest of
993Boa Vista,” which the scientists subsequently wrote into their papers in incessant chains
994of inscription. In this same way, the current paper might be seen as part of an on-going
995inscription process that includes Google Earth technology, the CTM task, and all the
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996actors that continue to participate in this particular chain of inscriptions long after the
997task’s completion. Even our data are on-the-move (Radinsky 2017).
998As a methodological tool, CTM first made visible to us how children organized their
999daily routines and made sense of their everyday activities through local material arrange-
1000ments beyond their homes. The task externalized, through talk and interactions with the
1001technology, children’s past experiences as already inscribed by places and things (Chi
10021997). CTM allowed researchers to see how the material environment had written itself
1003into children’s remembered experiences, an aspect of learning that is often hard to tap
1004into in traditional learning situations. This is consistent with recent work in children’s
1005geographies (e.g. Gordon et al. 2016; Jenson et al. 2015; Taylor 2017) that focuses on
1006how emerging forms of mobility support new relationships to places and offset a
1007potential consequence of children’s declining independent mobility (Barker et al.
10082009). In CTM, the knowledge of young people was a resource for understanding the
1009rich details of the physical environment they perceived during their daily rounds across
1010even short distances and at hyperlocal scales.
1011CTM also revealed to us certain spatial exigencies of late childhood mobilities such as
1012staying on the sidewalk, walking to the bus stop, being driven to sports practice, and
1013beginning to taste the freedom of walking with friends to the local coffee shop on a
1014major thoroughfare. These mundane, yet personal insights are important for understand-
1015ing families’ changing mobilities (Jenson et al. 2015). Allowing young people to write
1016themselves into the map was one way of eliciting these incidental phenomena in their
1017first-person accounts. Whereas young people may not have seen these details as relevant
1018to researchers’ broader scientific interests in place, mapping, and technology use, we
1019were given a more textured view of children’s experiences because they literally took us
1020through the steps of their daily rounds.
1021In addition to showing us what young people did do (or had to do because their
1022parents or school required it), we saw what children wished they could do. CTM
1023permitted young people to go “off the grid” for a brief moment and explore places or
1024modes of transit that defied their parents or the laws of physics. CTM allowed us to see a
1025version of children’s accounts which live reenactments (Pink et al. 2016) of these same
1026routines could fail to capture, because young people might sanitize their activities for the
1027camera. CTM gave us a window into their playful performances like wandering off the
1028sidewalk into the virtual street or pretending to drive down the highway when they were
1029too young to legally be behind the wheel. These rare glimpses of hoped-for mobilities are
1030important for understanding place and space from a youth perspective, linking to
1031imagined, possible geographies of opportunity (Tate Q17, 2008).
1032Finally, in the context of a study of how mobile technology and new media are incorpo-
1033rated in the everyday lives of our young participants, the maps they created and then talked
1034over in follow-up interviews revealed how technology is embedded in how young people
1035spend their time. Had we simply used a paper map to plot the same locations and trace the
1036same routes, we would have lost an opportunity to observe a novel instantiation of the
1037increasing technological saturation of children’s home lives (Pink and Mackley 2013), an
1038important site for developing locative literacies. While the CTM recordings and digital
1039artifacts contribute to substantive analyses of children’s technology use, the current analysis
1040has shown that this is also methodological evidence of how we might continue to develop
1041new methods for mapping children’s mobilities (Leander et al. 2010). CTM points to how
1042data and methods on learning in a networked age are also on-the move (Radinsky 2017).
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1043Conclusion

1044Google Earth and other interactive mapping applications provide a platform for learners
1045to examine the relationship between how learning is place-based and technologically
1046mediated. As a methodological tool, moreover, the task revealed how places are not
1047given, and they are not stable sites of shared meanings. Places are made through
1048collaborative socio-technical work, and “everything is on the move” (November et al.
10492010). The points of interest, relationships between places and things, and dynamic
1050movements of childhood are merely provisional. These too, are on-the-move through
1051space, in time, and across everyday activities.
1052At this particular technological moment, when digital mapping applications are
1053rapidly replacing paper maps, we might reflect on whether young people a decade from
1054now will ever have the experience of unfolding a paper map or spinning a globe to learn
1055something about the world. In a networked era, children’s daily lives are shaped by
1056digital maps and the logic of space informed by them. It is these ways of knowing- and
1057more importantly, of re-shaping cartographic knowledge- that locative literacies make
1058available. This new form of literacy will be an important component of global and digital
1059citizenship as more people and places come online in a digital environment saturated by
1060geolocative technologies (Elwood and Leszczynski 2012; Taylor & Silvis, 2017). As
1061Leander et al. (2010) wrote,

10621063“Gaining an understanding about where you are in the world promotes realizations of
1064where others are in relation. Targeting the spatial aspect of learning is thus an important
1065way of promoting democratic values and citizenship” (p. 356).
1066

1067Geospatial technologies present new means for learners not only mapping places but
1068collaboratively examining the construction of places as consequential for learning. As a
1069novel pedagogical approach for CSCL, CTM contributes to our repertoire of contexts for
1070learners to create artifacts and representational resources using emerging digital technol-
1071ogies (Stahl et al. 2014). We have situated this task in homes, but also see how it could
1072be applied in multiple pedagogical contexts given the ubiquity of platforms like Google
1073Earth and the rapid proliferation of mobile mapping applications more broadly. Given the
1074place-based orientation of this particular pedagogical approach to CSCL, significant
1075dimensions for design adaptations will include spatial, temporal, social, and mediational
1076contingencies of the interactional spaces where CTM is enacted (Roschelle and Teasley
10771995). What relationships inhere between participants and other potential CTM settings?
1078How might conducting CTM outside of the home serve to center community-based
1079aspects of Community Technology Mapping in ways that may be constrained by taking
1080individual people’s homes as starting points? These strike us as important pedagogical
1081considerations for moving CTM out into children’s broader learning environments and
1082continuing to study learning as a place-making process.
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1089Appendix: CTM Interview Protocol

1090Open Google Earth:

1091& Have participant type in their home address in the search field
1092& Ask participant to insert placemarker in location of home and label whatever they want
1093(but preferably something that we know means “home).
1094& Ask P to mark with placemarkers and name all of the typical places they go to in the course
1095of a week.

1096– While they are doing that, pay attention to how they are doing that – are they following
1097streets, zooming in and out?

1098& Now, ask participants, if they can, to mark the pathways they take between locations.
1099& Ask P to identify the places that they’ve marked where it would be most likely for them
1100use technology.
1101& Ask P to identify the places that they’ve mapped where they have the most fun, or feel the
1102most engaged.
1103& “Fly” to each place that they’ve marked and ask:

1104– Who are you typically with in this place?
1105– What are you usually doing in this place?
1106– When you’re not in this place, is there anything you miss about it?
1107– When you are in this place, who are you with?
1108– When you’re in this place, what are the different activities that you’re doing?
1109– When you arrive and leave this place, by what means of travel are you doing so?

1110& Along pathways between places you go, do you ever use media and/or technology?

1111– If so, are there particular pathways? On what does it depend?
1112– What kind of media do you use in these “moving” moments?

1113
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